Bo was renamed from Shep because his hind legs were bowed. Bo is in a family of two humans and a few cats. None of the cats has gotten used to Bo yet. You see, Bo is hyperactive and a little aggressive. We have a rather large cat whose back Bo likes to ride. Bo shows all the signs of being an alpha dog. Of course that has presented some challenges that we are working through. Bo's best quality is his intelligence. The first day with us he learned to respond to his name and to fetch. He loves to fetch things. Throw something and say "Get it." and he'll get it and bring it right back to you. One day he took my slipper and when I told him to go get it, he brought it right back.

Because he often steals shoes the next thing he learned was "drop it." It is hilarious watching this little puppy running around with a shoe in his mouth and then hear the clunk on the floor when you yell drop it. He can sit, responds well to come. He has learned to walk like a champ on his lease and can wait and stay. Given his age this is fantastic. Hey he even goes potty on command. We only wish he was as responsive to "No bite."

Another thing. Bo has a nice large crate and tons of toys to play with. We walk him daily and play games with him. He can be difficult but we love him very much.